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3 (Claiias. 

s 
The invention described herein, if patented, 

Inay be manufactured and used by or for the Gov 
ernment for governmental purposes, Without the 
payment to me of any royalty thereon. 

lify invention relates to a body-Warring device. 
A primary object of the invention is to provide 

a jacket for inaparting heat to the body of the 
Wearer and including self-contained means for 
generating heat. 
A further object is to provide a body-Warning 

jacket having a heated liquid circulating Systein 
arranged next to the body so that heat from liquid 
is transferred by conduction and radiation to the 
body. 
A further object is to provide a body-Warning 

garnent having a Warm liquid circulating Syste(?), 
and means actuated by breathing for causing the 
liquid to circulate through the system. 
A further object is to provide a body-Warning 

jacket which is equipped with one or inore liquid 
heating reservoirs Which Surround cheinical O1 
other self contained heating units, so that the 
liquid in the reservoirs is heated before it is cir 
culated about the body. 
A further object is to provide a body-warning 

garnlent, so constructed that a large area of the 
body may be effectively warmed. 
A still further object Of the invention is to pro 

vide a device of the above-mentioned character 
which is simplified in construction, lightweight 
and inexpensive to rhanufacture. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention 
Will be apparent during the course of the follow 
ing description. 

In the accompanying drawings, forming a part 
of this application, and in which like numerals 
are employed to designate like parts throughout 
the Sane, 

Figure i is a front elevation of a body-Warming 
jacket embodying iny invention, part in section, 

Figure 2 is a rear elevation of the jacket, part 
broken away, 

Figure 3 is an enlarged horizontal section taken 
on line 3-3 of Figure 1, 

Figure 4 is an enlarged longitudinal vertical 
section taken on line A-A of Figure 1, parts 
biroken away, 

Figure 5 is a side elevation of the jacket, 
Figure 6 is a plan view of the jacket in a flat 

extended position, 
Figure 7 is an enlarged fraginentary Sectional 

view through a tube of the device, and ShoWing 
a removable filling cap mounted thereon, and, 

Figure 8 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical 
section through a heat eXchange tube of the 
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2 
jacket and showing a one-way check valve 
Inounted within the tube. 

In the drawings, where for the purpose of illus 
tration is shown a preferred enbodiment of my 
invention, the nulneral designates generally 
a fiexicle fabric sheet or blank Which forms the 
body portion of the jacket. The sheet is pref 
erably formed of canvas duck, or some similar 
material which is stretch resistant. The sheet 
48 is generally rectangular as shown in Figure 6, 
and adapted to be folded transversely near its 
longitudinal center to form a front and back 
2 of the jacket. The jacket front is split 
longitudinally at 3, to form a front button or 
Snap closure 4 as shown in Figure 1. A neck 
receiving opening 5 is formed centrally in the 
sheet 3, and the opposite longitudinal edges of 
the sheet are tailored at S to form arm-receiving 
openings. 
To aid in adjusting the jacket to fit various 

individuals, the sheet is further provided near 
its opposite longitudinal edges. With roWS of lon 
gitudinally spaced lacing eyelets , the roWS ex 
tending from the bottoms of the arm openings to 
the lower end of the jacket, Figure 1. Suitable 
lacing 8 is provided for coaction with the eye 
lets to draw the jacket tightly about the body 
of the wearer similar to a corset, for a purpose to 
be described. 
Heat transfer means for the jacket are pro 

vided, which comprise a plurality of generally 
vertical flexible tubes 9 of rubber or the like, ar 
ranged next to the inner side of the jacket, and 
extend from the top of the jacket to the lower 
end thereof. An upper fiexible header or rubber 
tube 2 is arranged upon the inner side of the 
jacket and extends about the rear of the neck 
opening 5, and includes side branches 2 which 
lie beneath the shoulders of the jacket, Figure 1. 
The outer end 22 of one side branch 2 is per 
manently closed, while the outer end of the other 
branch 2 carries a removable Screw-threaded 
iiquid-tight, plug. 22", Figure 7. The upper ends 
of the tubes 9 are permanently connected in 
the header 2, in any preferred Inanner. 
A lower flexible header Section or rubber tube 

23 is disposed upon the inner side of the back 
2 and extends along the lower edge thereof and 
has its ends 24 permanently closed. Lower flex 
ible header 8ections 25 and 26 likeWise extend ad. 
jacent, to the lower edge of the jacket front 
at the inner side of the same, and have their 
ends 25' permanently closed. The lower ends 
of the tubes next to the back 2 are perman 
ently connected in the lower header section 23, 
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and the lower ends of the tubes 9 adjacent to 
the jacket front are permanently connected 
in the header sections 25 and 26 in a preferred 
manner to form liquid-tight jointS. 
The several heat transfer tubes 9 are formed 

at longitudinally spaced intervals to provide en 
larged compressible bulbs 27, integral therewith, 
and each tube 9 preferably has about 6 of the 
elastic bulbs 2, although the number may be 
varied as desired. The bulbs 27 of adjacent tubes 
9 are staggered vertically, as shown in Figures 

1 and 2, so that the several rows of bulbs inter 
fit, and a maximum number of the bulbs may be 
employed for covering a maximum area of the 
body. 
The headers 20, 23, 25 and 26 are secured to 

the inner Side of the jacket in any preferred man 
ner, such as by heat resistant Waterproof cement, 
or by tapes, or the like, not shown. The headers 
lie against the inner face of the jacket, as shown. 
The enlarged bulbs 27 contact the inner face of 
the jacket, and are secured thereto at 28 by 
suitable cement, or the like, Figure 4. The bulbs 
27 maintain the vertical tubes 9 spaced slightly 
from the innel surface of the jacket, as shown. 
The tubes 9 may also be connected with the 
jacket e by means or tapes or cords, not shown, 
if desired. 
The bulbs 2 may directly contact the body of 

the wearer, but in some instances the heat pro 
duced by the chemical or catalytic heaters may 
be too intense for comfort. To offset this, small 
pads of Sponge rubber, fabric, felt or the like, not 
shown, may be cemented to the inner sides of the 
bulbs 27, and these pads may contact the body 
and insulate the same somewhat against the di 
rect effect of the heat from the bulbs. 
Near the lower ends of the heating tubes 9, 

and below the lowermost bulbs 2, all of the tubes 
are provided With one-way check valves 39, Fig 
lure 8, which permit the liquid within the tubes 9 
to flow downwardly therein, but prevent the liq 
uid from flowing upwardly from the lower ends of 
the tubes 9. The valves 33 are preferably mem 
brane flutter valves as shown in Figure 8. 
A plurality of flexible liquid-heating reservoirs 

or bags 3 of rubber or the like are arranged upon 
the outer side of the jacket 0, and preferably a 
pair of the reservoirs 3 is arranged at the front 
and back of the jacket. The reservoirs 3 are 
Somewhat elongated vertically, and relatively flat, 
So that they Will tend to lie against the body. 
Rubber tubes 32 and 33 lead from the tops and 
bottoms of the bags 3, for connection in the 
headers 2, 23, 25 and 26. 
Each bag or reservoir 3 has an internal dry 

pocket 33 having an upper opening 34 for re 
ceiving a self-contained heater 35 of a preferred 
Conventional type. 
The heater 35 may be a catalytic heater, or a 

chemical heater of the type embodying a jacket 
or container for a chemical composition which 
generates heat in the presence of water, as a re 
actant. For example, I may use chemical heat 
el's of the type shown in Patents 2,429,973; 1760,- 
102; 1,558,243 or 1,602,456. The heaters 35 are 
Self-contained units, which are bodily removable 
through the openings 33 when they become ex 
hausted. Where catalytic heaters are used, the 
Openings 34 also serve to admit air, necessary for 
the Operation of the heaters. 

Since the bags 3 and their tubes 32 and 33 are 
disposed upon the outer side of the jacket, suit 
able openings 36' are formed in the sheet 0 for 
receiving the tubes 32 and 33, where the same are 

4. 
connected with the headers 26, 23, 25 and 26. The 
arrangement is such that the heater's 35, When ar 
ranged in the pockets 33, are Substantially con 
pletely surrounded by the liquid within the bags: 

is 3, and the heat given off by the chemical heat 
ers is transferred to the liquid in the reservoirs 
by conduction. It should be mentioned here that 
walls of the bags 3 , tubes i9, bulbs 27 and the 
several headers 20, 23, 25 and 26 are quite thin 

10 so that heat can readily pass through the Same 
by conduction. If desired, the outer walls 3 of 
the bags 3 may be made somewhat thicker than 
the inner walls 38 next to the heaters 35, so that 
heat lost by conduction from the outer sides of 

15 the bags 3 f is reduced. The inner walls 38 being 
thinner will more efficiently conduct heat from 
the heaters 35 to the liquid within the bags 3f. 
Each reservoir or bag 3 preferably has a 

slightly enlarged bulb portion 36 near its lower 
20 end and below the heater 35, which Inay be con 

pressed manually to pump the liquid through the 
system with more speed than it would normally 
have due to breathing action by the wearer, and 
natural convectional circulation. 

25 In use, the system including the tubes 9, head 
ers 20, 23, 25, 26 and bags 3 is filled or substan 
tially filled with water or some other suitable liq 
uid, by removing the plug 22, and When the plug 
is securely replaced, the jacket may be donned. 

30 The lacing 8 is tightened so that the jacket is 
bound fairly tightly about the body and the bulbs 
27 are slightly compressed between the body and 
fabric sheet : ). 
When the heaters 35 are adjusted to give off 

35 heat, such heat is conducted through the inner 
walls 38 of the bags 3 to the liquid. Within the 
reservoirs 3?. When the wearer of the jacket 
breathes normally, the bulbs 2i are continuously 
compressed and expanded, and this creates a 

40 pumping action which causes the liquid in the 
reservoirs 3 f to circulate upwardly through the 
tubes 32 and into the upper header 28. The Water 
then circulates downwardly through the tubes 9 
and through the check valves 30 to the lower 

45 headers 23, 25 and 28, which in turn convey the 
liquid back to the lower ends of the bags 3, by 
way of the tubes 33. If it is desired to Speed up 
the flow of liquid in the system, one or more of 
the bulb portions 36 may be alternately con 

50 pressed and released, and this pumping action in 
creases the velocity of the liquid through the SyS 
tem. Circulation in the System is also aided by 
convection, the warm liquid tending to rise from 
the bags 3, through the tubes 32. In this man 

55 ner, the heated liquid flows continuously next to 
the body of the wearer and heat is transferred 
by conduction and radiation to the body. The 
check valves 35 prevent the liquid from circulat 
ing in the opposite direction through the System, 

60 as previously explained. 
If desired, the jacket may also be used to cool 

the body. In such case a cooling substance Such 
as ice or Dry Ice may be placed within the pock 
ets 33, in which case the liquid coolant in the SyS 

05 tem should be one which will not freeze readily. 
I also contemplate omitting one or more of the 

reservoirs 3f, and the device may be used with a 
single pair of the reservoirs 3 or a single 1reser 

70 Voir only, Since the heaters 35 are Capable of pi'o. 
ducing an intense heat. By employing more than 
one reservoir and heater, it is of course possible to 
generate more heat and to heat the body for a 
longer period of time. When a plurality of reser 

75 voirs and heaters are used, one chemical heater 
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at a time may be exhausted, and others adjusted 
to operate after the first heater is consumed or 
exhausted. 

It is to be understood that the form of the in 
vention herewith shown and described is to be 
taken as a preferred example of the same, and 
that various changes in the shape, size and ar 
rangement of parts may be resorted to, without 
departing from the spirit of my invention or the 
Scope of the subjoined claims. 

Having thus described my invention I claim: 
1. A body-Warming garment including a body 

portion covering a substantial area of the body, 
tubes mounted upon the body portion and having 
compressible parts Which bear against the wearer 
and are Coimpressed when the wearer breathes, a 
liquid reservoir mounted upon the body portion 
and connected with the tubes and having a pocket 
formed therein, and a heating unit mounted with 
in the pocket for transmitting heat to liquid con 
tained within the reservoir and tubes. 

2. A body-warming device comprising a flexible 
sheet to be arranged next to a portion of the body, 

5 

() 

2) 

tubes connected with the flexible sheet at the side 
of the same next to the body and having com- s 
pressible parts for engagement With the body SO 
that breathing compresses the parts, reservoir 
bags arranged upon the opposite side of the sheet 
and connected with the tubes for suppying liquid 
to the same and having pockets therein, heating 
units disposed within the pockets, and one-way 
check valves mounted. Within the tubes. 

3. A body-Warming device comprising Support 
ing means to be mounted upon the body, a plural 
ity of tubes carried by the supporting means and 3. 
having enlarged compressible bulb portions for 
contact with the body so that the bulb portions 
are compressed during breathing, Common head 
ers connected with the opposite ends of the tubes, 
a reservoir bag carried by the Supporting means 
and having opposite ends connected with the 
common headers and being provided with a 
pocket, and a self-contained heater mounted 
Within the pocket for transmitting heat to a 
liquid contained within the reservoir bag, tubes 
and headers. 

4. A body Warming garment comprising a body 
portion for covering a Substantial area of the 
body between the waist and shoulders, tubes 
secured to the body portion and disposed upon 
the inner side thereof next to the body and having 
compressible parts which bear against the body 
and are compressed when the Wearer of the gar 
ment breathes, a self-contained heater mounted 
upon the outer side of the body portion, and a 
liquid container mounted upon the outer side of 
the body portion adjacent to the heater and ar 
ranged in thermal contact with the heater and 
communicating with the tubes, whereby heated 
liquid circulates through the tubes and Warms the 
body as the wearer of the garment breathes. 

5. A body warming device comprising Support 
ing means for connection with the body, a plural 
ity of flexible tubes carried by the supporting 
means and having enlarged compressible parts 
which bear against the body and are compressed 
when the wearer of the device breathes, flexible 
header tubes connected with the opposite ends 
of the first-named tubes and serving to place 
all of the tubes in communication, a liquid con 

3) 

45 

60 

70 

W. 

tainer carried by the Supporting means and con 
nected with the header tubes and having spaced 
inner and Outer Walls, and a Self-contained 
heater arranged inwardly of the inner wall of the 
container for transmitting heat to the liquid 
Within the container. 

6. A body Warming device comprising support 
ing means to be mounted upon the body, a plural 
ity of heat transfer tubes secured to the support 
ing means and extending longitudinally of the 
body between the shoulders and hips, the tubes 
being provided at longitudinally Spaced intervals 
with enlarged compressible portions for contact 
With the body and adapted to be compressed dur 
ing breathing, upper and lower headers con 
nected with the upper and lower ends of the heat 
transfer tubes, a double Walled liquid container 
Secured to the Supporting means and formed to 
provide a pocket inwardly of the Walls of the 
container, Said container having opposite ends 
connected. With the headers, a chemical heater 
mounted within the pocket of the container, and 
check valves mounted within the heat transfer 
tubes to permit liquid to flow therethrough in 
One direction only. 

7. A body warming device comprising a jacket 
to be worn upon the trunk portion of the body, 
means carried by the jacket for drawing the 
jacket tightly about the body of the wearer, a 
plurality of flexible heat transfer tubes secured 
to the inner side of the jacket next to the body, 
each heat transfer tube having a plurality of 
longitudinally spaced enlarged compressible por 
tions which bear against the body and are Com 
pressed and expanded during breathing, common 
headers connected with the opposite ends of the 
heat, transfer tubes so that the tubes are in 
communication, and Self-contained heating 
means mounted upon the jacket for heating 
liquid within the heat transfer tubes. 

8. A body Warming device comprising a jacket 
adapted to be bound tightly about the body of 
the Wearer, a plurality of flexible heat transfer 
tubes Secured to the inner side of the jacket and 
extending between the shoulder and waist portions 
of the body, each flexible tube having a plural 
ity of longitudinally spaced compressible bulb 
portions Which bear against the body and are 
compressed and expanded during breathing, the 
bulb portions of adjacent flexible tubes being 
staggered longitudinally of the tubes so that they 
interfit and cover the maximum area of the body, 
check valve means for each flexible tube to per 
mit liquid to flow in one direction only within 
the tube, and self-contained heating means 
mounted upon the jacket for heating the liquid 
Within the tubes. 

PAULA. SPE. 
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